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1. HISTORY OF THE DOCUMENT

Version Author Date Comment

3.0 Lyra Network 10/25/2016 Documentation update: PayPal MID is stored in Merchant IDs tab
and not in PayPal MID tab.

2.1 Lyra Network 9/21/2015 More information on PayPal merchant protection.

2.0 Lyra Network 10/6/2014 Initial version in DITA format

1.0 Lyra Network 8/24/2011 Initial version

Confidentiality
All information contained in this document is confidential. Its use outside the scope of this

consultation or its disclosure to external parties is subject to preliminary approval by Lyra Network.
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2. GETTING IN TOUCH WITH TECHNICAL SUPPORT

In case of a connection problem in the Back Office, go to "Forgotten password or locked account?".

For technical inquiries or support, you can reach us from Monday to Friday,  between 9am and 6pm

by phone at: +33 (820) 902 103 ou +49 (0) 69 59 77 17 27 (Hotline) from Germany.

by e-mail: support@payzen.eu

To facilitate the processing of your demands, you will be asked to communicate your shop ID (8 digits).

You will find this information in the subscription confirmation e-mail or in the Back Office (menu Settings
>  Shop > Configuration).

mailto:support@payzen.eu
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3. PAYPAL : PAYING ONLINE WITHOUT ENTERING YOUR BANK
ACCOUNT DETAILS

PayPal is a payment method that allows merchants to accept card and PayPal payments on their website.

Paying online with PayPal means paying without sharing financial information. The buyer pays by
identifying him/herself with an e-mail address and a password.
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4. USING PAYPAL

This chapter describes online PayPal payments.

It will provide you a step-by-step instruction of how to integrate this payment method.

4.1. Prerequisites

For the merchant

The process of addition of the PayPal payment option to your merchant website is simple. For this you
must:

• Create a PayPal MID if you do not have one.

• Use a PayPal MID if you have one.

• Activate the option Payment by PayPal with the help of the sales contact on your payment gateway.

For the buyer

The subscription to PayPal is free and can be done on PayPal website. The buyer must:

• Create a PayPal account by entering your e-mail address and password.

• Fill in all his/her personal details, address, etc.

• Fill in all the required bank account details.

Creating a PayPal account PayPal

1. You must create a merchant account on PayPal at this address:

https://www.paypal.com/fr/webapps/mpp/merchant

It may also be useful to create a merchant account on PayPal in Sandbox mode (Test mode) in order
to perform integration tests.

You can do it at the following web address:

https://developer.paypal.com/

2. Select a PayPal profile that best suits your business needs.

At the end of subscription, PayPal will send you a subscription confirmation e-mail. Follow the steps to
validate your subscription. Otherwise your account will not be activated.

https://www.paypal.com/fr/webapps/mpp/merchant
https://developer.paypal.com/
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Configuring your Back Office to use PayPal

1. Connect to your Back Office by entering your login and password.

The page with transactions of the shop will appear.

2. Click on the menu Settings > Company > Merchant IDs.

3. Click on Create a Merchant ID.

The dialog box Selection of Merchant ID type appears.

4. Select a PayPal Merchant ID type.

The dialog box Creation of a PayPal Merchant ID (MID) appears.

5. Enter your PayPal ID.

PayPal ID is the e-mail address used to register on PayPal website.

6. Select the currency.

7. Click Next.

8. Customize your payment constraints:

• Refund authorized

• Maximum refund

• Maximum gap

9. Click Terminate.

Managing authorizations

To receive payments on the PayPal account, it is necessary to give an authorization.

1. Click on the menu Settings > Company > Merchant IDs.

2. Select your PayPal MID.

The details of the PayPal MID appears in the lower part of the screen.

3. In the Authorization management section, click on the button Give an authorization.

When you click on this button, you will be redirected to the PayPal website.

4. Enter your login and password to connect to the PayPal web page.

5. Follow the instructions to accept the authorizations.

6. Click on Save.
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Associating a PayPal MID with a shop

To include a PayPal payment method on your payment page, you must associate the PayPal MID with your
shop. Two options are provided:

• Via the menu Settings > Company > Merchant IDs tab

• Via the menu Settings > Shop > MID association  tab

1. Click on the menu Settings > Company > Merchant IDs tab.

2. Select your PayPal MID.

The details of the PayPal MID appears in the lower part of the screen.

3. Click on Associate with a shop button (lower part of the screen) to associate the MID with the shop.

4. Choose the shop(s) in the Association of the PayPal Merchant ID (MID) dialog box.

5. Click on Save.

OR

1. Click on the menu Settings > Shop > MID association tab.

2. Select the PayPal MID in the available MID list.

3. Click on Associate button or drag and drop it to Associated MID on the right side.

4. Click on Save.
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4.2. Displaying the PayPal payment on the payment page

The diagram below presents the payment process from the point of view of the buyer.

Figure 1: Payment process - as seen by the buyer

1. The buyer validates the shopping cart.

2. The merchant website redirects the buyer to the payment gateway. The redirection is done via an POST
form from HTML to HTTPS. The parameters of the form are described in the chapter Generating a
payment form.

3. When the parameters and their signature have been verified, the page with the payment method
selection appears.

Figure 2: Selecting a payment method

If the payment method has been specified in the form, the buyer moves on directly to step 7.

4. The buyer selects the PayPal payment method.

5. The buyer clicks on Validate.

You will be asked to wait several seconds. You will be redirected to thePayPal website.

6. The buyer is prompted to choose a payment mode.

To pay, the buyer can log into his/her PayPal account or create a PayPal account to make payments
faster in the future.

7. If the buyer has a PayPal account, he/she connects using his/her e-mail address and password.
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If the buyer does not have a PayPal account, he/she selects the payment card and enters the required
information.

8. The buyer verifies the payment details.

9. The buyer clicks on Pay.

10.The buyer is redirected to the payment gateway.

If the payment has been successfully completed, a page with the transaction summary will appear.

A link at the bottom of the page allows the buyer to return to the shop.

In case the transaction fails, a message will appear. The buyer will be informed if the payment request
has been rejected.

A link at the bottom of the page allows the buyer to return to the shop.

4.3. Displaying PayPal transactions (deferred payment) in the Back
Office

Transactions can be viewed in the Back Office accessible via Management > Transactions.

A transaction with a deferred payment appears directly in the Payment in progress tab.

1. Select a PayPal transaction.

2. Right-click on it and select Display transaction details.

Figure 3: Payment in progress tab - PayPal

The Details of a transaction in progress dialog box appears.
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Figure 4: Details of a PayPal transaction in progress

The details include:

• Transaction type

Debit in the payment context. Credit in the refund context.

• Transaction amount

• Date of transaction creation

In this example, the payment is made on 13-Oct-14.

• Transaction status.

"Waiting for authorization" status. Only an imprint request is sent. The authorization will be made
afterwards.

• The requested presentation date

In this example, the requested date is 23-Oct-14, 10 days after the transaction was created.

The authorization request will be made on 20-Oct-14, 3 days before the requested presentation
date.

• The PayPal account of the buyer who made the payment

• Pre-authorization

It specifies the amount, the returned result of the imprint, the imprint number and the transaction
creation date.

• PayPal certificate of the transaction
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4.4. Learn more about the payment guarantee with PayPal

Payments are not guaranteed with PayPal.

However, when a payment is accepted it is also transferred.

If you are using the Order mode (deferred payment), it is important to respect the capture delays.

However, as soon as the capture has been made, the payment is transferred without exception. If PayPal
returns the payment accepted status, the payment is always transferred.
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5. ESTABLISHING INTERACTION WITH THE PAYMENT GATEWAY

The interaction with the payment gateway is described in the Payment Form Implementation Guide,
available here: https://payzen.io/de-DE/

https://payzen.io/de-DE/
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6. GENERATING A PAYMENT FORM

To generate a payment request, you must create an HTML form as follows:

<form method="POST" action="https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/">
 <input type="hidden" name="parametre1" value="valeur1" />
 <input type="hidden" name="parametre2" value="valeur2" />
 <input type="hidden" name="parametre3" value="valeur3" />
 <input type="hidden" name="signature" value="signature"/>
 <input type="submit" name="pay" value="Pay"/>
</form>

It contains:

The following technical elements:

• The <form> and </form> tags that allow to create an HTML form.

• The method="POST" attribute that defines the method used for sending data.

• The action="https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/" attribute that defines where to send the form
data.

Form data:

• Shop ID.

• Information about the payment depending on the use case.

• Additional information, depending on your requirements.

• Signature that certifies the integrity of the form.

This data is added to the form by using the <input> tag:

<input type="hidden" name="parameter1" value="value1" />

For setting the name and value, attributes, see chapter Data dictionary of the form integration guide.

All the data in the form must be encoded in UTF-8.

Special characters (accents, punctuation marks, etc.) will then be correctly interpreted by the payment
gateway. Otherwise, the signature will not be computed correctly and the form will be rejected.

The Pay v

<input type="submit" name="pay" value="Pay"/>

https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
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6.1. Creating a deferred payment PayPal

A deferred payment is a payment with a delay between the item purchase date and its payment.

This delay before the capture by PayPal can be defined in the payment form via the
vads_capture_delay parameter.

For deferred payments, the capture delay is strictly larger than 0. Just like for payments by card, the results
are different if the capture delay is larger than the authorization validity period. For PayPal payments,
authorizations are valid for only three days (and not 6 days like for card payments).

If the capture delay is less or equal to 3 days:

An authorization is made on the payment day.

The capture will be made on the requested presentation date.

If the capture delay is more than 3 days:

On the payment day, an operation similar to a card authorization is made.

The authorization will be made 3 days before the requested presentation date. The capture is always made
on the presentation date.

1. Use all the fields of the table below to create your payment form.

Field name Description Value

vads_site_id Shop ID Eg.: 12345678

vads_ctx_mode Operating mode TEST or PRODUCTION

vads_trans_id Transaction number Eg.: 123456

vads_trans_date Date and time of the payment form in UTC
format

Eg.: 20141010130025

vads_amount Payment amount (in the smallest currency
unit)

Eg.: 3000 for 30 euros

vads_currency Code of the payment currency Eg.: 978 for euro

vads_action_mode Acquisition mode for credit card data SILENT or INTERACTIVE

vads_page_action Action to perform PAYMENT

vads_version Version of the exchange protocol V2

vads_payment_config Payment type SINGLE

vads_payment_card Payment method PAYPAL

vads_capture_delay Delay before capture in the bank Eg.: 2

vads_validation_mode Specifies the validation mode of the
transaction (manually by the merchant or
automatically by the platform).

0 either 1, absent or empty

Table 1: Field list - Immediate payment

2. Set vads_payment_config to SINGLE.

3. Set vads_capture_delay to a value greater than 0.

4. Set vads_payment_card to PAYPAL if you only wish to show PayPal as the payment method on your
payment page.

If you wish to made test payments, set the vads_payment_card field to PAYPAL_SB.

5. Fill in the vads_currency field with the code of the desired currency using the following table:

6. Set the vads_validation_mode field to 0 for an automatic validation or to 1 for a manual validation.

By default, the validation mode is automatic. If the field is absent or empty, the default mode will be
used.
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7. Add optional fields according to your requirements (see chapter Using additional functions).

8. Compute the value of the signature field using all the fields of your form starting with vads_ (see
chapter Computing the signature).
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7. USING ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

PayPal has introduced a program protecting the merchant in case of a lawsuit with the buyer.

To participate in the program when selling physical objects, you must transmit the product description
and the shipping address to the payment platform so that this information can be transmitted to PayPal.

The shipping details correspond to the fields starting with vads_ship_. For more information, see chapter
Managing shipping details.

If this information is not transmitted to PayPal, the merchant will not be able to benefit from any
protection.

Not all merchants are automatically protected. For more information, contact PayPal or visit their website
at https://www.paypal.com/fr/webapps/mpp/paypal-safety-and-security.

To obtain a customized form, you can use some optional features from the list below:

• Managing the payment methods proposed to the buyer on the payment page

• Transmitting buyer details (marital status, e-mail address, etc.)

• Transmitting shipping details (address, etc.)

• Transmitting order details (reference, shopping cart, etc.)

https://www.paypal.com/fr/webapps/mpp/paypal-safety-and-security
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7.1. Transmitting shipping details

The merchant can transmit the buyer's shipping details (e-mail address, civil status, phone number, etc.).
To benefit from the PayPal merchant protection, these data must be transmitted via the payment form.
Protection is only for orders with shipping. The delivery address known at PayPal must be the same that
to which the parcel is sent.

These data will be visible in the Back Office by consulting the transaction details (Shipping tab).

1. Use the fields required for your use case (see chapter Generating a payment form) to create your
payment form.

2. Use the optional fields presented below according to your requirements.

These fields will be sent back with the response and will include the value transmitted in the form.

Field name Description

vads_ship_to_status Status (PRIVATE: for private clients / COMPANY for companies).

vads_ship_to_name Deprecated Buyer's last name. Use vads_ship_to_first_name and
vads_ship_to_last_name.

vads_ship_to_first_name* First name.

vads_ship_to_last_name* Last name.

vads_ship_to_legal_name* Legal name

vads_ship_to_phone_num* Phone number.

vads_ship_to_street_number Street number.

vads_ship_to_street* Postal address.

vads_ship_to_street2* Second line of the address.

vads_ship_to_district District.

vads_ship_to_zip* Zip code.

vads_ship_to_city* City.

vads_ship_to_state* State / Region.

vads_ship_to_country* Country code in compliance with the ISO 3166 standard

Table 2: Field list - Shipping details

Note:

Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required and must be set correctly to benefit from the
protection of PayPal merchants. This list is subject to change depending on the PayPal evolution.
Please refer to the Terms Of Use of PayPal to benefit from the protection of the merchants.

3. Compute the value of the signature field using all the fields of your form starting with vads_ (see
chapter Computing the signature).
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7.2. Transmitting buyer details

In the payment form, the merchant must indicate whether he/she desires to submit order details (order
number, description, contents of the cart, etc.).

It can be viewed in the Back Office by consulting the transaction details (Shopping cart tab).

1. Use the fields required for your use case (see chapter Generating a payment form) to create your
payment form.

2. Use the optional fields presented below according to your requirements. These fields will be sent
back with the response and will include the value transmitted in the form.

Field name Description

vads_nb_products Number of items.

vads_product_labelN Item name. N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second
one, etc.).

vads_product_amountN Item payment amount. N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the
second one, etc.).

vads_product_typeN Item type. N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second one,
etc.).

vads_product_refN Item reference. N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second
one, etc.).

vads_product_qtyN Number of items. N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the
second one, etc.).

vads_shipping_amount Shipping fee.

vads_tax_amount Tax for the entire order.

vads_insurance_amount Insurance fees for the entire order.

Table 3: Field list - Order details

3. Populate vads_nb_products with the number of items in the cart.

Note:

This field must be populated for the cart to be taken into account.

When it is populated, the Shopping cart tab becomes available in transaction details in the Back
Office.

However, if the other fields starting with vads_product_ are not populated, the tab will not include
any information. For this reason, when populating the vads_nb_products field, it is now mandatory to
populate the other fields starting with vads_product_

4. Populate vads_product_amountN with the amount of all the items in the cart in the smallest
currency unit.

N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second one, etc.).

5. Populate vads_product_typeN with the value corresponding to the item type.

N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second one, etc.).

Value Description

FOOD_AND_GROCERY Food and grocery

AUTOMOTIVE Cars / Moto

ENTERTAINMENT Entertainment / Culture

HOME_AND_GARDEN Home and gardening

HOME_APPLIANCE Household appliances

AUCTION_AND_GROUP_BUYING Auctions and group purchasing

FLOWERS_AND_GIFTS| Flowers and presents

COMPUTER_AND_SOFTWARE Computers and software

HEALTH_AND_BEAUTY Health and beauty
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Value Description

SERVICE_FOR_INDIVIDUAL Services for individuals

SERVICE_FOR_BUSINESS Services for companies

SPORTS Sports

CLOTHING_AND_ACCESSORIES Clothes and accessories

TRAVEL Travel

HOME_AUDIO_PHOTO_VIDEO Sound, image and video

TELEPHONY Telephony

Table 4: Values associated with vads_product_typeN

6. Populate vads_product_labelN with the index of each item in the cart.

N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second one, etc.).

7. Populate vads_product_qtyN with the quantity of each item in the cart.

N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second one, etc.).

8. Populate vads_product_refN with the reference of each item in the cart.

N corresponds to the index of the item (0 for the first one, 1 for the second one, etc.).

9. Populate vads_shipping_amount with the amount of the shipping fee for the entire order.

The amount is presented in the smallest currency unit. Cent foreuro.

10.Populate vads_tax_amount with the tax amount for the entire order.

The amount is presented in the smallest unit of the currency. Cent foreuro.

11.Populate vads_insurance_amount with the insurance fees amount for the entire order.

The amount is presented in the smallest unit of the currency. Cent foreuro.

12.Verify the value of thevads_amount field. It must correspond to the total amount of the order.

Note:

The equation used is as follows:

Sum ( vads_product_qty(N) x vads_product_amount(N) ) + vads_shipping_amount +
vads_tax_amount + vads_insurance_amount = vads_amount

If the value entered in the vads_amount field is incorrect, your payment form is rejected due to invalid
amount.

13.Compute the value of the signature field using all the fields of your form starting with vads_ (see
chapter Computing the signature).
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7.3. Transmitting buyer details

The merchant can transmit the buyer details (e-mail address, civil status, phone number, etc.). This
information will be used to create the bill.

All the data that will be transmitted via the payment form can be viewed in the transaction details in the
Back Office (Buyer tab).

1. Use the fields required for your use case (see chapter Generating a payment form) to create your
payment form.

2. Use the optional fields presented below according to your requirements.

These fields will be sent back with the response and will include the value transmitted in the form.

Field name Description

vads_cust_email Buyer's e-mail address.

vads_cust_id Buyer reference on the merchant website.

vads_cust_title Buyer's marital status.

vads_cust_status Status (PRIVATE: for private clients / COMPANY for companies).

vads_cust_name Deprecated Use vads_cust_first_name and vads_cust_last_name.

vads_cust_first_name First name.

vads_cust_last_name Last name.

vads_cust_legal_name Buyer's legal name.

vads_cust_cell_phone Cell phone number.

vads_cust_phone Phone number.

vads_cust_address_number Street number.

vads_cust_address Postal address.

vads_cust_district District.

vads_cust_zip Postal code.

vads_cust_city City.

vads_cust_state State / Region.

vads_cust_country Country code in compliance with the ISO 3166 standard.

Table 5: Field list - Buyer details

3. Compute the value of the signature field using all the fields of your form starting with vads_ (see
chapter Computing the signature).

Example of a payment form with buyer details

<form method="POST" action="https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/">
<input type="hidden" name="vads_action_mode" value="INTERACTIVE" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_amount" value="4000" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_capture_delay" value="0" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_ctx_mode" value="TEST" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_currency" value="978" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_country" value="FR" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_email" value="dupont.albert@exemple.com" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_first_name" value="Albert" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_last_name" value="Dupont" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_title" value="M." />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_page_action" value="PAYMENT" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_payment_config" value="SINGLE" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_site_id" value="12345678" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_date" value="20140327133115" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_id" value="522754" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_version" value="V2" />
<input type="hidden" name="signature" value="7896adcaf7338930db9715afa123531f42"/>
<input type="submit" name="pay" value="Pay"/>
</form>

https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
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7.4. Managing the payment methods proposed to the buyer

It is possible to customize the payment methods proposed to the buyer.

1. Use the fields required for your use case (see chapter Generating a payment form) to create your
payment form.

2. Populate vads_payment_cards using the table below (for more values, see the Implementation
Guide of the Payment Form on our websitehttps://payzen.io/de-DE/).

• with one single value if you do not wish to show the page with the available payment methods,

• with a list of values separated by a ";" to show the page with the available payment methods.

Value Description

ACCORD_STORE Oney payment card

ACCORD_STORE_SB Oney payment card - Sandbox

ALINEA Alinea Private Card

ALINEA_CDX Alinea Gift Card

ALINEA_CDX_SB Alinea Gift Card - Sandbox

ALINEA_SB Alinea Private Card - Sandbox

AMEX American Express

AURORE-MULTI Aurore Card

BIZZBEE_CDX Bizzbee Gift Card

BIZZBEE_CDX_SB Bizzbee Gift Card - Sandbox

BRICE_CDX Brice Gift Card

BRICE_CDX_SB Brice Gift Card - Sandbox

CB CB

CDGP Privilege Card

COF3XCB 3xCB Cofinoga

COF3XCB_SB 3xCB Cofinoga - Sandbox

COFINOGA Be Smart Card

CORA_BLANCHE Cora Blanche Card

CORA_PREM Cora Premium Card

CORA_VISA Cora Visa Card

DINERS Diners Club Card

E-CARTEBLEUE E-carte bleue (French virtual card)

IDEAL Wire transfer

ILLICADO Illicado Gift Card

ILLICADO_SB Illicado Gift Card - Sandbox

JCB JCB Card

JOUECLUB_CDX Jouéclub Gift Card

JOUECLUB_CDX_SB Jouéclub Gift Card - Sandbox

JULES_CDX Jules Gift Card

JULES_CDX_SB Jules Gift Card - Sandbox

GIROPAY Wire transfer

KLARNA Invoice payment

MAESTRO Maestro

MASTERCARD MasterCard

ONEY Payment in 3/4 installments Oney FaciliPay

ONEY_SANDBOX Payment in 3/4 installments Oney FaciliPay - Sandbox

PAYLIB Paylib

PAYPAL PayPal

PAYPAL_SB PayPal - Sandbox

https://payzen.io/de-DE/
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Value Description

PAYSAFECARD Paysafecard Prepaid Card

POSTFINANCE PostFinance

POSTFINANCE_EFIN E-finance Postfinance mode

SCT SEPA Credit Transfer

SDD SEPA Direct Debit

SOFORT_BANKING Sofort

TRUFFAUT_CDX Truffaut Gift Card

VISA Visa

VISA_ELECTRON Visa Electron

ECCARD eccard

IDEAL IDEAL

3. Compute the value of the signature field using all the fields of your form starting with vads_  (see
chapter Computing the signature).

Example of a payment form with a list of available payment methods:

<form method="POST" action="https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/">
<input type="hidden" name="vads_action_mode" value="INTERACTIVE" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_amount" value="30000" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_capture_delay" value="0" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_ctx_mode" value="TEST" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_currency" value="978" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_page_action" value="PAYMENT" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_payment_cards" value="VISA;MASTERCARD;PAYPAL" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_payment_config" value="SINGLE" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_site_id" value="12345678" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_date" value="20140526101407" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_id" value="239848" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_version" value="V2" />
<input type="hidden" name="signature" value=""/>
<input type="submit" name="pay" value="Pay"/>
</form>

https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
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8. VERIFYING THE COHERENCE OF FIELDS

Your form contains the vads_amount field. This field corresponds to the total amount of the order.

To make sure your form is valid, the payment platform verifies the entered value.

The equation used is as follows:

Sum ( vads_product_qty(N) x vads_product_amount(N) ) + vads_shipping_amount + vads_tax_amount
+ vads_insurance_amount = vads_amount

If the value entered in the vads_amount field is incorrect, your payment form is rejected due to invalid
amount.
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9. COMPUTING THE SIGNATURE

To compute the signature you must have all the fields starting with vads_ and the certificate (the certificate
value allows to compute the alphanumeric signature).

To compute the signature:

1. Sort the fields starting with vads_ alphabetically.

2. Make sure that all the fields are encoded in UTF-8.

3. Concatenate the values by separating them with a "+".

4. Concatenate the result with the test or production certificate by separating them with a "+".

5. Apply the SHA-1 algorithm to obtain the signature value.

Example of parameters sent to the payment gateway:

<form method="POST" action="https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/">
<input type="hidden" name="vads_action_mode" value="INTERACTIVE" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_amount" value="1524" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_ctx_mode" value="TEST" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_currency" value="978" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_page_action" value="PAYMENT" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_payment_config" value="SINGLE" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_site_id" value="12345678" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_date" value="20090501193530" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_id" value="654321" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_version" value="V2" />
<input type="hidden" name="signature" value="S3rXanvKT/kCcr+/oIp3DyRqPzzrb3wNesQZj4jQYic="/>
<input type="submit" name="pay" value="Pay"/>
</form>

This example is analyzed as follows:

1. Sort the fields starting with vads_ alphabetically:

• vads_action_mode

• vads_amount

• vads_ctx_mode

• vads_currency

• vads_page_action

• vads_payment_config

• vads_site_id

• vads_trans_date

• vads_trans_id

• vads_version

2. Concatenate these values by separating them with a "+":

INTERACTIVE+1524+TEST+978+PAYMENT+SINGLE+12345678+20090501193530+654321+V2

3. Add the test certificate value at the end of the chain by separating it with a "+". In this example, the
test certificate is gjNdqDw8f5sKZZco:

INTERACTIVE+1524+TEST+978+PAYMENT+SINGLE+12345678+20090501193530+654321+V2+gjNdqDw8f5sKZZco

4. Apply the SHA-1 algorithm to the resulting chain.

The result that must be transmitted to the signature field is:
606b369759fac4f0864144c803c73676cbe470ff;

https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
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10. SENDING THE PAYMENT REQUEST

The buyer will be able to finalize his/her purchase once he/she is redirected to the payment page.

The buyer's browser must transmit the payment form data.

10.1. Redirecting the buyer to the payment page

The URL of the payment gateway is:

https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/

Example of parameters sent to the payment gateway:

<form method="POST" action="https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/">
<input type="hidden" name="vads_action_mode" value="INTERACTIVE" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_amount" value="2990" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_capture_delay" value="0" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_ctx_mode" value="TEST" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_currency" value="978" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_country" value="FR" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_cust_email" value="nom.prenom@exemple.com" />
<input type="hidden" name="vads_page_action" value="PAYMENT" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_payment_config" value="SINGLE" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_site_id" value="12345678" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_date" value="20140526101407" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_trans_id" value="362812" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_validation_mode" value="0" /> 
<input type="hidden" name="vads_version" value="V2" />
<input type="hidden" name="signature" value="aNVL1qU2JN4LHoJb2AUTDbVjqBdzMjMANNX3/gjsJgE="/>
<input type="submit" name="pay" value="Pay"/>
</form>

10.2. Processing errors

If the platform detects an error while receiving the form, an error message will appear and the buyer will
not be able to proceed to the payment.

In TEST mode

The message indicates to the buyer that a technical problem occurred and proposes to follow a link to the
FAQ to help fix the error.

In PRODUCTION mode

The message simply indicates to the buyer that a technical problem occurred.

In both cases the merchant receives a notification e-mail.

It contains:

• the source of the error

• a link to FAQ to facilitate its analysis,

• all the fields of the form.

The FAQ is available here: https://payzen.io/de-DE/error-code/error-00.html

https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
https://secure.payzen.eu/vads-payment/
https://payzen.io/de-DE/error-code/error-00.html
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11. ANALYZING THE PAYMENT OUTCOME

To process the payment outcomes the merchant website must have a separate page with a script (e.g.
analyze_payment.php).

This page will be called automatically after each payment (whether it has been accepted or declined): the
parameters linked to the payment outcome are sent in POST mode by the payment gateway.

Prerequisites:

• URL of the page that analyzes the payment outcome must be specified in the Back Office (see chapter
Setting up notificationsof the form integration guide).

• The merchant has to make sure that this URL is available from the payment gateway without
redirection.

Redirection leads to losing data presented in POST.

• In case some restrictions are set up by the merchant, the 194.50.38.0/24 IP address range must be
authorized..

• HTML should not be visible on the page.

Access to images or CSS may slow down the exchange between the payment gateway and the merchant
website.

Furthermore, the gateway systematically reads the 512 first characters returned by the merchant
website.

These characters can be viewed in the transaction history.

• Avoid integrating time-consuming tasks, such as invoice generation or sending e-mails in the script.

The processing time has a direct influence on how long it takes to display the payment summary page.
The longer the processing of the notification, the greater the delay for displaying the page.

After 35s the gateway will consider that the call has failed (timeout).

Failed notification (IPN)

In case the call to IPN fails, a notification e-mail is sent to the address specified in the Back Office (see
Setting up notifications chapter of the form integration guide).

It contains:

• the HTTP code of the encountered error,

• analysis parts depending on the error,

• instructions for resending the notification from the Back Office.

Writing the processing script

The processing script must include at least the following steps:

• Retrieve the field list sent with the response in POST mode

• Compute the signature

• Compare the computed signature with the received signature

• Analyze the nature of notification

• Retrieve the payment outcome.
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The script may check the order status (or any information of your choice) to see if it has not been already
updated.

Once these steps are completed, the script can update the database (new order status, stock update,
registration of payment information, etc.).

11.1. Retrieving data returned in the response

The data returned in the response depends on the parameters sent in the payment form, on the payment
type and on the settings of your shop. This data constitutes a field list. Each field contains a response value.
The field list can be updated.

The data is always sent by the payment gateway in POST mode.

The first step consists in retrieving the content received in POST mode.

Examples:

• In PHP, data is stored in the super global variable $_POST.

• In ASP.NET (C#), you must use the Form property of the HttpRequest class.

• In Java, you must use the getParameter method of the HttpServletRequest interface.

The script will have to create a loop to retrieve all the transmitted fields.

11.2. Computing the signature

The signature is computed by following the same procedure as for creating the payment form.

All the received fields must be included.

To compute the signature:

1. Take all the fields starting with vads_.

2. Sort these fields alphabetically.

3. Make sure that all the fields are encoded in UTF-8.

4. Concatenate the result with the test or production certificate by separating them with a "+".

5. Apply the SHA-1 algorithm to obtain the signature value.
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11.3. Comparing signatures

To ensure the integrity of the response, you must compare the value of the signature field received in the
response with the one computed previously.

If the signatures match,

• you may consider the response as safe and proceed with the analysis,

• if they do not, the script will have to throw an exception and warn the merchant (see chapter Processing
errors ).

The signatures may not match because of:

• an implementation error (error in your calculation, problem with UTF-8 encoding, etc.),

• an error in the value of the certificate or in the vads_ctx_mode field value (frequent issue when going
to live mode),

• a data corruption attempt.
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11.4. Analyzing the nature of notification

The vads_url_check_src field allows to differentiate the notifications according to their triggering event:

• creating a transaction,

• a new notification sent by the merchant from the Back Office.

It specifies the applied notification rule:

Value Applied rule

PAY The PAY value will be sent in the following cases:

• request for registration (REGISTER)

• immediate payment (or first installment payment),

• deferred payment with a capture due date less than 7 days
Only if the merchant has configured the rule for  Instant Payment Notification URL at the end of
payment.

• the payment that has been abandoned or cancelled by the buyer,
only if the merchant has configured the rule for Instant Payment Notification URL on
cancellation.

BO Execution of the notification from the Back Office (right-click on a transaction > Execute the IPN
URL).

BATCH_AUTO The BATCH_AUTO value will be sent in the following cases:

• deferred payment with a capture due date greater than 7 days

• refund payments (except the first one),
only if the merchant has configured the rule for Instant Payment Notification URL on batch
authorization.

The notification will be sent with the authorization request for payments with "Waiting
authorization" status.

REC The REC value is sent only for subscription payments if the merchant has configured the rule for
Instant Payment Notification URL when creating recurring payments.

MERCH_BO The MERCH_BO value will be sent in the following cases:

• during operation performed from the Back Office (refund, modification, validation, duplication),
only if the merchant has configured the following notification rule: Instant Payment Notification
URL on an operation coming from the Back Office

• during cancellations made from the Back Office, only if the merchant has configured the
following notification rule: Instant Payment Notification URL on cancellation

Table 6: Values of the vads_url_check_src field

After checking its value, the script will be able to process differently depending on the nature of the
notification.

For example:

If vads_url_check_src is set to PAY or BATCH_AUTO the script will update the order status, etc

If vads_url_check_src is set to REC the script will retrieve the subscription reference and will increment
the number of the expired installment payments in case the payment has been accepted, etc.
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11.5. Identifying the type of operation

The vads_operation_type field allows to differentiate:

• a debit

• a refund

Value Description

DEBIT debit

CREDIT refund

Table 7: Value of the vads_operation_type field

For example:

If the value of vads_operation_type field is set to DEBIT, the script updates the order and registers the
transaction details.

If the value of the vads_operation_type is set to CREDIT, the script updates the paid amount or adds a
new transaction line to the order.
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11.6. Processing response data - PayPal deferred payment

Here is an example to help you process response data.

1. Identify the payment result by retrieving the value of the vads_trans_status field.

Value Description

ABANDONED Abandoned
The payment has been abandoned by the buyer.
The transaction has not been created and cannot be viewed in the Back
Office.

AUTHORISED Waiting for capture.
The transaction has been accepted and will be automatically captured by
the bank on the due date.

AUTHORISED_TO_VALIDATE To be validated
The transaction, created by manual validation, is authorized. The merchant
must manually validate the transaction in order that it be captured.
The transaction can be validated as long as the capture date has not passed.
If the capture date has passed, the payment status changes to EXPIRED. The
Expired status is final.

CANCELLED Canceled
The transaction has been canceled by the merchant.

CAPTURED Captured
The transaction has been captured by the bank.

CAPTURE_FAILED The transaction capture has failed.
Contact the technical support.

EXPIRED Expired
The capture date has passed and the merchant has not validated the
transaction.

INITIAL Pending
This status is specific to all the payment methods that require integration
via a payment form with redirection, especially to SOFORT BANKING et
3xCB COFINOGA..
This status is returned when:

• the acquirer has not sent any response
or

• the payment session on the payment gateway has expired before a
response was received from the acquirer.
This status is temporary. This definitive status will be displayed in the
Back Office as soon as the synchronization is completed.

NOT_CREATED Transaction not created
The transaction has not been created and can not be viewed in the Back
Office

REFUSED Declined
The transaction has been declined.

UNDER_VERIFICATION Under verification Specific to PayPal
Waiting for PayPal verification.
PayPal retains a transaction because of suspected fraud. The payment is
displayed in the Transactions in progress tab.

WAITING_AUTHORISATION Waiting for authorization.
An authorization for 1 euro has been processed and accepted by the issuing
bank.
An authorization request for the total amount will be automatically
processed 1 day before the capture date. The payment might be accepted
or declined. The capture is automatic.

WAITING_AUTHORISATION_TO
_VALIDATE

To be validated and authorized
The capture delay is higher than the authorization validity period .
An authorization for 1 euro has been accepted.
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Value Description
The merchant must manually validate the transaction in order that the
authorization request and the capture be processed.

Table 8: Values associated with vads_trans_status

2. Store the order by identifying the value of the vads_order_id field if you have transmitted it to the
payment form.

3. Store the payment reference by identifying the value of the vads_trans_id field.

4. Store the value of the vads_trans_date to identify the date the transaction was created.

5. Store the value of the vads_presentation_date field to identify the date the payment presentation
was created.

6. Store the payment amount and currency. To do this, retrieve the values of the following fields:

Field name Description

vads_amount Payment amount in the smallest currency unit.

vads_currency Code of the payment currency.

vads_change_rate Exchange rate used.

vads_effective_amount Payment amount in the effective currency used for capture in the bank.

7. Store the mode and result of the authorization. To do this:

a. Store the value of the vads_auth_mode field to identify the mode in which the authorization
request was made.

Value Description

FULL An authorization request has been made for the total amount.

MARK A pre-authorization request has been made for the transaction amount to verify the validity of
the payment method.

Table 9: Values of the vads_auth_mode field

b. Store the value of the vads_auth_result field to identify the result of the authorization request.

When the authorization has been accepted, the value of the vads_auth_result field is 00.

All other results indicate that the authorization has been refused.

To help you understand the different values of the authorization request results, here is a list of
frequently returned codes:

Value Description

00 Authorization accepted

03 Invalid acceptor
This code is sent by the card issuing bank. Refers to a problem with settings on authorization servers.
(E.g. closed contract, wrong MCC declared, etc.).
Contact the customer service to fix the problem.

05 Do not honor
This code is sent by the card issuing bank. This code appears in the following cases:

• invalid expiration date,

• invalid CVV,

• exceeded credit limit,

• insufficient balance (etc.).

To find out the specific reason for the refusal, the buyer must contact his/her bank.

51 Insufficient balance or exceeded credit limit
This code is sent by the card issuing bank.
This code appears if the balance on the buyer's account is insufficient to make the purchase.
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Value Description
To find out the specific reason for the refusal, the buyer must contact his/her bank.

56 Card absent from the file
This code is sent by the card issuing bank.
The entered card number is wrong or the combination of the card number + expiration date does not
exist.

57 Transaction not allowed to this cardholder
This code is sent by the card issuing bank.
This code appears in the following cases:

• The buyer attempts to make an online payment with a cash withdrawal card,

• The authorized payment limit is exceeded.

To find out the specific reason for the refusal, the buyer must contact his/her bank.

59 Suspected fraud
This code is sent by the card issuing bank.
This code appears when an incorrect CVV code or expiration date has been entered several times.
To find out the specific reason for the refusal, the buyer must contact his/her bank.

60 The acceptor of the card must contact the acquirer
This code is sent by the merchant's bank.
Refers to an issue with settings on authorization servers.
Appears usually when the commercial contract does not correspond to the sales channel used.
(E.g.: distant sale contract with a manual entry of contract data).
Contact the customer service to fix the problem.

Table 10: Values of the vads_auth_result field

8. Store the payment method used for the payment by retrieving the value of the vads_payment_card
field.

9. Store all the details of the order, the buyer and shipping.

This information will be provided in the response only of it has been transmitted in the payment
form.

The are identical to the ones submitted in the form.

Example of a form:

vads_capture_delay = 10  
vads_ctx_mode = TEST
vads_contract_used = merch_1284129052@exemple.com  
vads_auth_result = 00  
vads_threeds_cavv =  
vads_cust_country = DE
vads_operation_type = DEBIT  
vads_threeds_cavvAlgorithm =
vads_threeds_exit_status =
vads_cust_name = Lyra
vads_threeds_enrolled =    
vads_currency = 978 
vads_language = fr  
vads_sequence_number = 1
vads_trans_id = 503997  
vads_pays_ip = DE
vads_payment_src = EC  
vads_trans_date = 20141013112704 
vads_amount = 4000  
vads_auth_number : O-6PD69059JK0681518
vads_auth_mode = MARK
vads_version = V2  
vads_payment_certificate = 49b24ff054e61db4ee4475b61e6c706ffe0b0022
signature = 1d03e967c14abb853c1ae2ba98495c2cc40628ca  
vads_threeds_eci =    
vads_card_country = 
vads_ship_to_street_number = shipping street number 
vads_cust_address_number = street number
vads_ship_to_name = shipping name
vads_cust_address = shipping name
vads_effective_amount = 4000  
vads_ext_trans_id = O-6PD69059JK0681518 
vads_validation_mode = 0  
vads_site_id = 91335531
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vads_card_brand = PAYPAL_SB  
vads_threeds_sign_valid =
vads_threeds_status =  
vads_ship_to_zip = 31670 
vads_cust_city = city name
vads_ship_to_street2 = shipping street
vads_ship_to_country = DE
vads_page_action = PAYMENT  
vads_ship_to_city = shipping city 
vads_cust_zip = 31670
vads_card_number = cust2_1282667599_per@email.com  
vads_payment_config = SINGLE  
vads_trans_status = WAITING_AUTHORISATION  
vads_order_id = 496-411
vads_effective_creation_date = 20141013112725
vads_cust_email = name@e-mail.com
vads_warranty_result = NO 
vads_presentation_date = 20141023112725  
vads_result = 00 
vads_ship_to_status = PRIVATE 
vads_ship_to_street = shipping street
vads_risk_control = COMMERCIAL_CARD=OK  
vads_action_mode = INTERACTIVE  
vads_extra_result = 00
vads_threeds_xid =   
vads_threeds_error_code =
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12. IDENTIFYING AUTHORIZED OPERATIONS FOR PAYPAL
TRANSACTIONS (DEFERRED PAYMENT)

Your Back Office enables you to execute several operations with PayPal transactions.

In the list of transactions:

1. Select a PayPal transaction.

2. Right-click on it to display the list of authorized operations.

The authorized operations are the following:

• Validate

• Modify

• Cancel

• Edit the order reference

• Execute the IPN URL

• Resend transaction confirmation e-mail to the buyer

• Resend transaction confirmation e-mail to the merchant

• Make multiple captures of the order amount

• Capture a part of the order amount

• Refund an order with a captured transaction

Expiry dates of PayPal transactions

A payment with a To be validated or To be validated and authorized status expires on the requested
presentation date.

Past this date, it is not possible to modify the Expired status.
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12.1. Validating a transaction

The validation mode is automatic for immediate payments.

As for deferred payments, the merchant has the possibility to choose between manual and automatic
validation.

If manual validation (vads_validation_mode set to "1" in the payment form) has been chosen, the merchant
will have to validate the payment manually in the merchant Back Office.

In this case, the transaction status will be:

• To be validated if the initial capture delay is less than 3 days

• To be validated and authorized if the initial capture delay is more than 3 days

Validating a transaction with the "To be validated" status

This status appears when:

• The validation mode is manual

• The initial capture delay is less than 3 days

1. Right-click on the PayPal transaction with the To be validated status.

2. Select Validate.

3. Confirm the validation of the selected transaction.

The status of the transaction with a capture delay that is less or equal to 3 days will change to Waiting
for capture.

Validating a transaction with the "To be validated and authorized" status

This status appears when:

• The validation mode is manual

• The initial capture delay is more than 3 days

1. Right-click on the PayPal transaction with the To be validated and authorized status.

2. Select Validate.

3. Confirm the validation of the selected transaction.

After validation, the status of the payment with a capture delay that is more than 3 days will change to
Waiting for authorization.

The authorization will be made three days before the initially scheduled presentation date.
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12.2. Editing a transaction

The Edit option is only available for transactions with the following status:

• To be validated

• To be validated and authorized

• Waiting for authorization.

• Waiting for capture.

To edit a transaction:

1. Right-click on a PayPal transaction.

2. Select Edit.

The Editing a transaction dialog box appears.

Figure 5: Editing a PayPal transaction

3. Enter the new amount.

Unlike for immediate payments, as long as the transaction has not been presented, the merchant has
the possibility to edit the amount. The new amount must be lower than the initial amount.

4. Specify the presentation date.

It is possible to reschedule the presentation to an earlier or later date.

• For transactions with Waiting for capture or To be validated status, the presentation can be
scheduled within the next 3 days. An authorization request valid for 3 days has already been sent.

• For transactions with the To be validated and authorized or Waiting for authorization status, you
may enter the date of your choice.

It is also possible to validate a transaction with the To be validated or To be validated and authorized
status by ticking Validate the transaction.

5. Click on Validate.

If you wish, you may view the transaction details to see the applied changes (right-click on the edited
transaction Display transaction details).
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12.3. Canceling a transaction

The option Cancel is only available for the transactions that have not reached the presentation due date.

To cancel a transaction:

1. Right-click on a PayPal transaction.

2. Select Cancel.

3. Confirm that you wish to permanently cancel the selected transaction.

The transaction status changes to Canceled.

12.4. Editing the order reference

You have the possibility to edit the order reference.

1. Right-click on a PayPal transaction.

2. Select Edit order reference.

The Editing order reference dialog box appears.

Figure 6: Editing the order reference

3. Enter the order reference.

4. Click on OK.
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12.5. Resending transaction confirmation e-mail to the buyer

It is possible to resend a transaction confirmation e-mail if the buyer has not received it.

1. Right-click on a PayPal transaction.

2. Select Resend transaction confirmation e-mail to the buyer.

Enter the buyer's e-mail address in the dialog box that will appear

Figure 7: Entering the buyer's e-mail address

3. Enter the e-mail address.

4. Click on OK.

12.6. Resending transaction confirmation e-mail to the merchant

It is possible to resend a transaction confirmation e-mail to the merchant.

1. Right-click on a PayPal transaction.

2. Select Resend a transaction confirmation e-mail to the merchant.

3. Confirm that you would like to resend this confirmation e-mail to the merchant.
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12.7. Make multiple captures of the order amount

When receiving an order for which one of the items are not available in stock, the merchant may define
the number of captures depending on the goods that he or she is able to ship.

To use this option, the merchant must:

• Subscribe to the offer that allows to make multiple captures of the order amount via PayPal.

• Contact your payment gateway customer service to add this function to the PayPal MID.

Here is an example illustrating this case:

The merchant receives a payment of 100 euros for 2 items:

• An item worth 30 euros that the merchant can immediately ship and capture.

• An item worth 70 euros that is not available in stock but that the merchant is able to obtain, ship and
capture afterwards.

To capture these two amounts, the procedure is:

1. Right-click on the transaction for which you want to make multiple captures.

2. Select Cancel.

This operation will cancel the transaction.

However, thanks to the function of the PayPal MID that allows to make multiple captures per order,
the order will remain open.

3. Confirm the cancellation of the selected transaction.

4. Right-click on the transaction again, its status is now Canceled.

5. Select Duplicate.

This operation will duplicate the canceled transaction allowing to specify the amount and the
presentation date for the capture of the first item. Amount is partial (30 euros of 100 euros).

The dialog box Duplication of the transaction will appear.

Figure 8: Duplicating a transaction

6. Enter the amount of the first item that you would like to capture (e.g. 30 euros) and its presentation
date.

7. Click on Duplicate.

The transaction will be duplicated. It refers to the amount of the first item in the order.
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To proceed to capturing the amount of the second item:

8. Right-click on the transaction with the Canceled status.

9. Select Duplicate.

The dialog box Duplication of the transaction will appear.

10.Enter the amount that corresponds to the amount of the second item (e.g. 70 euros>) and its
presentation date.

11.Click on Duplicate.

The total amount of the initial transaction will be captured (amount of item 1 + amount of item 2).

No other amount can be captured for this transaction.

When partial captures appear in the Captured payment tab with the Presented status, you must close
the initial transaction.

If you do not close the transaction, the Payment in progress status will be indefinitely shown in your
buyer's PayPal account.

However, if you close the order while some transactions linked to this order are still visible in the
Payment in progress tab, you will cancel these transactions.

Make sure that you wait until all the payments linked to an order appear in the Captured payment tab
with a Presented status before closing the transaction.

12.Right-click on the transaction with the Canceled status.

13.Select Close.

The initial transaction will be closed. Multiple captures will be successfully completed for this order.
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12.8. Capture a part of the order amount

When receiving an order for which one of the items is no longer available, the merchant can capture the
order amount partially.

To use this option, the merchant must:

• Subscribe to the offer that allows to make multiple captures of the order amount via PayPal.

• Contact your payment gateway customer service to add this function to the PayPal MID.

Here is an example illustrating this case:

The merchant receives a payment of 100 euros for 2 items:

• An item worth 30 euros that the merchant can immediately ship and capture.

• An item worth 70 euros that the merchant no longer possesses and that he/she will not be able to
honor.

In this case, the procedure is:

1. Right-click on the transaction that you want to capture partially.

2. Select Cancel.

This operation will cancel the transaction.

However, thanks to the function of the PayPal MID that allows to make multiple captures per order,
the order will remain open.

3. Confirm the cancellation of the selected transaction.

4. Right-click on the transaction again, it now has the Canceled status.

5. Select Duplicate.

This operation will duplicate the canceled transaction allowing to specify the amount and the
presentation date for the capture of the first item. Amount is partial (30 euros of 100 euros).

The dialog box Duplication of the transaction will appear.

Figure 9: Duplicating a transaction

6. Enter the amount of the first item that you would like to capture (e.g. 30 euros) and its presentation
date.

7. Click on Duplicate.

The transaction will be duplicated. It refers to the amount of the first item in the order.
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Once this partial capture has been transferred to PayPal and appears in the Captured payment tab
with the Presented status, you may close the order.

8. Right-click on the transaction with the Canceled status.

9. Select Close.

No other amount can be captured for this transaction.

The buyer will only be charged for the first item.

12.9. Refunding a captured transaction

Just like for bank card transactions, it is possible to refund a part of the amount until its completely paid
within the 60 days that follow the initial payment date.

1. Right-click on a transaction..

2. Select Make a refund.

The Transaction refund dialog box appears.

Figure 10: Making a refund

3. Enter the amount that you wish to refund.

4. Click on Make a refund.

The details of this operation will appear.
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